
Bloodroot, and Double Bloodroot
Sanguinarea canadensis and 
Sanguinarea canadensis ‘Multiplex’

6-10” early-blooming wildflower, long-lived, carefree.  Over time, may spread 
by seed and a shallow horizontal, branching, orange rhizome, to into wood-
land clumps, patches, or large colonies.   Can form very fine bold groundcover.

CT native, found in rich deciduous woods, especially in undisturbed wood-
lands, by streams, floodplains, on slopes.

A harbinger of spring: one of the earliest spring wildflowers.  In March or 
April, a single leaf pushes up from each underground rhizome bud, tightly  
enwrapping and protecting a single flower.  The leaf opens to 8”, while flower 
stem and bud elongate above the leaf.

Each 2-3”-wide flower has 8-10 brilliant crystal-white petals arranged like pro-
pellers, surrounding a golden-yellow center of stamens.  Flowers rise to 6-10” 
on a smooth stalk,  slightly above the  leaf, March-April.  
Flowers open in sun, close at night/overcast days, protecting pollen for bees 
and fly pollinators that are sluggish in the cold.
Flowers last for a reltively short time, usually just one or two days after pol-
lination.  If you have scattered patches in different little microclimates, you 
might have Bloodroots blooming in different places for nearly a month.

Unique large nearly roung bluish/bright green to gray-green leaves, stand 
at an angle to the ground.  Multiple deep clefts and wavy edges.  Matures to 
a height of 12-13”, diameter of 9-12”.  Leaves remain beautiful into August, 
before turning yellow, dying back by early fall.  

1” long seed pods, with 15-30 seeds.

Rhizomes, stems, and leaf veins emit a thick red-orange juice when cut, hence 
the common name of Bloodroot.

Part shade to shade.  A few hours sun before tree leaf out optimal.  
Average to moist  humusy well-drained soil.  Tolerates drier conditions if 
well-shaded.  Planting in a gritty soil helps to prevent stem rot.
Mulch with thin layer of deciduous leaves. With a little fertilizer/lime used in 
spring, large patches may form after a few seasons.
Easy to propagate from divisions of rhizome, dug/broken into 3-4” segments, 
(use gloves) replanted 1” below soil, 6” apart.  Often easy to naturalize by seed.

Delicately beautiful but rugged bold plant combines well with small-leafed 
woodland perennials or ferns, for lovely textural contrasts. 
Leaves last long enough to hide bare spots from spring ephemerals.  
Splendid groundcover thrives under trees and shrubs.

Native Americans used red sap to dye for baskets, clothing. 

All parts of the plant are poisonous, and may be fatal if ingested.
 

Native bees (Andrena and Halictid types, and Honeybees) and flies pollinate 
Bloodroot.  Primary bee visitors are from Andrena group, but also visited by 
Halictid bees, Honeybees.  Seeds scattered by ants attracted to fleshy seed.

Double Bloodroot 
The flowers look like miniature peonies, because all of the stamens and pistils 
have been converted into petals.   This variant was found in one garden, and 
divisions were given away.  Now all Double Bloodroots are clones from that 
original plant, since the flowers have no reproductive parts, and are sterile.   
The flowers hold for many days. Propagation is only by division
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